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Tregub S. As to the model of the formation of professional culture speakingoffuture 
pharmacists in the higher educational establishment

The article is devoted to the special model of training of future pharmacists. It covers 
scientific views concerning the forms and methods of formation of future pharmacists’ 
professional culture speaking. To my mind the model of professional culture speaking (CPS) is a 
special course which is connected with the problems of language’s functioning in the society, the 
questions of oral and written speaking increase and rules of linguistic means’ organization due 
to the types of speaking in business and professional communication. 

Due to the subject of our research the course of special system of exercises was worked 
out. It was directed to the cognitive level of professional speaking culture of future pharmacists. 
It was detected different types of exercises. The most important were lexical, grammatical and 
speaking tasks. So, culture of professional speaking (CPS) is successfully formed thanks to the 
following large-scale pedagogical conditions.

There many different pedagogical conditions which are used in educational process. The 
first task of effective culture of professional speaking (CPS) is to get proper knowledge form 
their own thoughts aboutculture of professional speaking its content and functions on the basis 
of informative method. The second one is to help future pharmacists to create personal speaking 
activity with patients.

There are many different methods of educational process organization which provides 
intensity and quality of communication. In educational process of high medical school is the 
interaction between the teacher and the student. It provides the exchange of information 
determining personal attitude to the problem of professional speakingculture organization of 
different ways of creative activity. 

There many various methods of teaching such as informative, verbal, practical and 
others. Experimental training of pharmacists according to the special program ofculture of 
professional speaking (CPS) included as theoreticalcourse of training as practical one. 
Theoreticalcourse represents the theoretical knowledge about speaking culture, culture of 
professional speaking, speaking ethics and so on. Practical part is devoted to the special 
complex of exercises and tasks. The exerciseswere divided into three groups. The first ones were 
devoted to the formation of skills; the second group concerned the training and consolidation; 
the third one was as control one. Computer also has very important role in the experimental 
study. It combines three functions. We used it as trainer, teacher and a technique which creates 
definite situations.

So, culture of professional speaking is successfully formed if there are the corresponding 
large-scale conditions. The given model of training is effectively combined theoretical and 
practical basis. It enables to make progress inculture of professional speaking of future 
pharmacists. 
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